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Abstract: This paper explores the use of load modulation feedback (LMF) in adaptive matching
networks (MN) for low-coupling inductive wireless power transfer systems, with an emphasis on
its use in implantable medical devices. After deriving the handy expressions of link efficiency and
modulation depth in the case of LMF in the case of loose coupling, a brief overview of the most
common capacitive resonance networks is presented. In particular, the MN employing two capacitors
in Series–Parallel and in Parallel–Series configurations allow adaptivity with a wide range of load
conditions. Then, the authors describe an effective design procedure of an adaptive matching network
with LMF for an inductive wireless power transfer system, exploring the trade-off between power
efficiency and modulation depth. Analytical and electrical simulations show that the proposed simple
modulation strategy can successfully achieve high power transfer efficiency while maintaining steady
back telemetry under varying loading conditions.

Keywords: wireless power transfer; implantable medical devices; load modulation feedback;
matching network

1. Introduction

Implantable medical devices (IMDs) are small devices that are surgically inserted
into the human body to fulfill several objectives, such as the restoration of anatomical
impairments, substitution of absent components, administration of medical treatments, and
monitoring of physiological parameters [1]. These devices often embed essential electronic
systems that require an energy source (commonly batteries) constrained by limitations
on finite energy capacity, spatial requirements, and the potential inclusion of hazardous
substances [2]. To overcome these issues, research studies have been directed towards the
development of wireless power transfer (WPT) systems for IMDs, which are capable of
continuously transmitting higher power levels compared with conventional batteries and
extending the lifetime of the devices [3,4]. These systems can be implemented through
various approaches, leveraging diverse physical phenomena including acoustic waves,
lasers, and electromagnetic fields. One notable technology, known as inductive wireless
power transfer, exploits electromagnetic fields to enable the transmission of power through
the human body [5].

In this framework, the European Project AUTOCAPSULE seeks to demonstrate the
feasibility of a technology platform for the early diagnosis of inflammatory bowel disease
and bowel cancer through the development of an autonomous multimodal implantable
endoscopic capsule (Figure 1). The capsule integrates a high-precision magnetic robotic
positioning system to guide the capsule, a white-light imaging (WLI) system to acquire
images of the gastrointestinal track, and a micro ultrasound array (micro US) to perform an
in-depth tissue analysis. The platform is a wireless evolution of the magnetic manipulation
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system for gastrointestinal ultrasound [6]. White-light and micro US imaging systems are
both power-hungry, in terms of instantaneous current consumption (mainly due to the
high-voltage pulser needed to drive the US transducer [7]), as well as average current
consumption (for white LED lighting or high-speed ADC for digitizing echoic signals [8]).
The integration of these two subsystems represents a major challenge and poses strict
requirements for the power sourcing of the endoscopy capsule. The WPT system of the
capsule is a resonant inductive system that provides power to all subsystems, removing
any constraints on the time usage and minimizing the volume occupation [9,10]. The
WPT system is based on the inductive resonant coupling between a transmitter (Tx) coil,
placed on the robotic arm used for the remote control of the capsule during the medical
procedure and three orthogonal coils for the receiver (Rx), in order to address misalignment
issues [11,12]. The compact size of the capsule requires a small Rx coil, resulting in a weak
inductive coupling. Consequently, a substantial amount of energy is required by the Tx
system to transfer the necessary power on the Rx side. However, it is crucial that the
irradiated energy respects the Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) limits prescribed by law
under any operating condition [13,14].
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SULE project.

To adhere to SAR limitations and control the transmitted power, especially in terms
of average exposure limits, it is important that the capsule transmits back information
on its power status. If the received power overcomes the power required by the capsule,
it becomes crucial to reduce the transmitted power, thus limiting the radiation directed
towards the human body and increasing the power efficiency of the system. Conversely,
if the power demanded by the capsule increases or the coupling factor is reduced as a
consequence of capsule movements, the Tx needs to know when to increase the transmitted
power. The load modulation feedback (LMF) technique (also referred to as back telemetry
or data telemetry) [15–17] is an effective method of transmitting information back from
the Rx to the Tx side, without involving additional links (as, for example, in [18]). This is
based on the modulation of the load seen by the Rx coil and the inductive coupling with
the transmitting coil [19,20]. This modulation can be used to encode information related to
the actual power status of the capsule and is detectable on the Tx side [21,22].

In this work, we provide a simple yet effective theoretical background for low-coupling
inductive WPT. After deriving the handy analytical expressions of the link power efficiency
(η) and the modulation depth (MD) of the LMF, we studied the most popular matching
networks, highlighting the advantages of implementing load adaptivity. We also propose
a straightforward and reliable design procedure for the Rx system in order to maximize
the power efficiency needed in the presence of LMF to transmit information to regulate the
Tx power. Though the proposed approach is general and can be implemented regardless
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of the specific matching network, we showed how the best trade-off between η and MD
over a wide range of load can be achieved only employing adaptive matching networks
and we confirmed the results in a specific case study by means of numerical and electrical
simulations, also taking into account varying coupling coefficients to emulate the possible
variations in distance and misalignment between Tx and Rx coils.

2. Theoretical Model
2.1. WPT Link

The analysis of WPT in inductive links has been extensively studied [10]. Here, we
will briefly recap the most important results and draw some simplified expressions derived
under low-coupling scenarios (coupling factor k � 1) typical of WPT systems for IMDs
due to the small size of the receiving coil, the distance between Tx and Rx, and the presence
of the human body. For instance, Ref. [11] shows by means of electromagnetic simulations
that a coupling factor of 1 × 10−3 is achievable with a distance of 15 cm between Tx and Rx
coil, with the latter designed to be 1 cm in size in order to fit into an endoscope capsule.

Figure 2a shows a typical representation of an inductive WPT link. On the Tx side, a
resonance matching network (e.g., series resonance as depicted in the picture) is usually
used to adapt the load impedance (the Tx coil) of the power amplifier. A simplified model
of the Tx coil with only its self-inductance LTX and its Equivalent Series Resistance (ESR)
RTX is used, considering an operating angular frequency ω0 that is much lower than the
self-resonance frequency of the coil. A typical parameter used to measure the efficiency of
the coil is the quality factor, defined as

QTx = ω0LTx/RTx (1)

The Rx side consists of the Rx coil, which is similarly modeled by means of the
parameters LRX and RRX, with a quality factor:

QRx = ω0LRx/RRx (2)

A passive MN between the Rx coil and the ac-dc converter (voltage rectifier) is usually
used to reach both the resonance condition and the maximum power transfer. More details
about the matching network will be given in Section 3. A generic load ZL models the
different circuits that can be powered by the WPT system. In typical IMDs, due to the
complexity of the electronic parts, the load can be variable. The presence of the human body
further reduces the performance of the inductive link due to the losses and the coupling
effects; this can be easily modeled through a lumped resistor placed in series with the
transmitter coil and a lumped capacitor placed in parallel to the Rx coil [23]. This parasitic
capacitor will shift the resonance frequency of the Tx MN but can be compensated for by
modifying CTx or through an adaptive MN [24]. The parasitic resistance, instead, can be
embedded together with the ESR into an equivalent RTX (without affecting the following
theoretical discussion), resulting in a reduction in the equivalent QTx.

It is convenient to define ZREF as the reflected impedance that models the mutual
coupling with the Rx side on the Tx side (Figure 2b). The impedance ZIN seen by the input
source can be easily evaluated by means of the Kirchhoff Laws. The voltage vIN across the
series of resonance capacitor and mutual coupled inductor is

vIN = iTx

(
−j

ω0CTx
+ RTx + jω0LTx

)
+ jω0MiRx (3)

where M is the mutual coupling coefficient between LTx and LRx and is related to the
coupling factor k through the relationship

M = k
√

LTxLRx (4)
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The current iRx on the receiver side generated by the inductive coupling is

iRx =
−iTx jω0M

RRx + jω0LRx + ZMN
(5)

From the ratio of vIN and iTx, it is straightforward to derive the input impedance ZIN
by exploiting Equations (3) and (4), separating the contribution due to the reflection of the
Rx on the Tx side in the abovementioned ZREF:

ZIN =
vIN
iTx

=
−j

ω0CTx
+ RTx + jω0LTx + ZREF (6)

ZREF =
ω2

0k2LTxLRx

RRx + jω0LRx + ZMN
(7)

It is worth noting that the variation in the impedance seen at the input of the matching
network (ZMN) causes a variation in the impedance ZIN seen by the input voltage source
through ZREF, and consequently in the current flowing on the Tx side. Detecting this
amplitude variation in the Tx current without affecting the performance of the link (i.e., by
means of a small resistive shunt or an additional inductive coupling), information coded
in the modulation of ZMN can be transmitted back from the Rx side to the Tx side. This is
the basic principle of the LMF technique, which will be further discussed in the following
sections. In the following, we will consider the resonance condition on the Tx side at the
operating angular frequency ω0, which means that the input impedance consists only of
the sum of RTx and ZREF.
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Figure 2. (a) Block diagram of inductive WPT system: the Tx side consists of a power amplifier and a
series capacitor CTX in resonance with the Tx coil LTx (RTx represents the ESR but can also model the
equivalent resistance of the human body losses), while the Rx side (miniaturized in order to fit into
the IMD) consists of an Rx coil LRx (and its ESR RRx), a capacitive matching network and an AC-DC
converter, loaded by a generic impedance ZL. (b) The equivalent Tx circuit with reflected impedance
ZREF can be used to study the inductive link efficiency. (c) Four possible matching network topologies
on the Rx side have been analyzed, in the order, from left to right: Series, Parallel, Series–Parallel and
Parallel–Series.
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2.2. Power Efficiency

The overall power efficiency ηTot, defined as the ratio between the output power
delivered to the load PL and the active power delivered by the voltage source PIN, can be
easily written as the product of three partial power efficiencies:

ηTot =
POUT
PIN

=
PRx
PIN

PMN
PRx

POUT
PMN

= ηTxηRxPCE (8)

where PCE is the Power Conversion Efficiency of the rectifier, while ηTx and ηRx are,
respectively, the ratio between the power received by Rx (PRx) and the input power and the
ratio between the input power of the matching network (PMN) and PRx. Considering that
the PCE can be optimized using advanced circuit topologies [25] that are beyond the scope
of this work, we will focus on the study of the link efficiency:

ηlink = ηTxηRx (9)

where the two partial efficiencies are defined as

ηTx =
PRx
PIN

=
Re{ZREF}

Re{ZREF}+ RTx
(10)

ηRx =
PMN
PRx

=
Re{ZMN}

Re{ZMN}+ RRx
(11)

After conveniently defining the link potential,

X = k2QTxQRx (12)

which sums up all the characteristics of the coils and the inductive coupling. It is quite
straightforward to obtain an expression of the overall link efficiency that emphasizes its
dependency on ZMN [5]. Here, we will limit our research to a case study characterized by
loose coupling and quality factors, such that the link potential X � 1. This scenario is of
particular interest in WPT systems for implantable medical devices, where the Rx coil size,
the distance between the coils and the presence of the human body limits the link potential
to a few percent [26]. The reflected impedance ZREF can be rewritten starting from Equation
(4), highlighting its dependance by using the link potential and the real and imaginary
parts of ZMN:

ZREF = RTx
k2 ω0LTx

RTx

ω0LRx
RRx(

1 + Re{ZMN}
RRx

)
+ j
(

QRx +
Im{ZMN}

RRx

) = XRTx

(
1 + Re{ZMN}

RRx

)
− j
(

QRx +
Im{ZMN}

RRx

)
(

1 + Re{ZMN}
RRx

)2
+
(

QRx +
Im{ZMN}

RRx

)2 (13)

Using Equations (7), (9)–(12), it is possible to derive a simplified expression of the
link efficiency:

ηlink =
PMN
PIN

= ηTxηRx ∼= X
Re{ZMN}/RRx

(1 + Re{ZMN}/RRx)
2 + (QRx + Im{ZMN}/RRx)

2 (14)

From now on, considering the direct proportionality with X, we will show only
the normalized link efficiency ηlink/X. It is easy to demonstrate that in low-coupling
conditions, the maximum power (delivered to the load) point and the maximum efficiency
point conditions are reached for the same value of ZMN = ZMN−opt. ZMN-opt is the complex
conjugate of the source impedance, which is intended here as the impedance of the Rx coil;
i.e., ZMN-opt is the value of impedance that allows at the same time the resonance condition
on the Rx side (Im{ZMN} = −QRxRRx = −ω0LRx) and the matched load condition
(Re{ZMN} = RRx); if both conditions are met, ηlink−opt/X = 0.25.
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2.3. Modulation Depth

Proper modulation of ZMN between more phases and at different frequencies may
allow the transmission of useful information from Rx to Tx, detected by means of coherent
demodulation of the current on the Tx side. Indeed, the amplitude of the current flowing
on the resonant Tx side in loose coupling conditions (X � 1) is

iTx =
vIN

|ZIN |
=

vIN

|RTx + ZREF|
∼=

vin

RTx
√

1 + 2y
(15)

y = X
1 + Re{ZMN}/RRx

(1 + Re{ZMN}/RRx)
2 + (QRx + Im{ZMN}/RRx)

2 (16)

Let us consider a variation in the impedance seen at the input of the matching network
on the Rx side between two phases: ZMN1 and ZMN2. This will cause a variation in the
amplitude of iTx proportional to the difference in the parameters y2 and y1 (depending on
ZMN2 and ZMN1, respectively):

∆iTx =

∣∣∣∣ VIN

|ZIN2|
− VIN

|ZIN1|

∣∣∣∣ ∼= VIN
RTx
|y2 − y1| (17)

The modulation depth can be obtained by dividing the amplitude variation (12) by
the amplitude of the Tx current (10) when no coupling is present:

MD =
∆iTx
iTx
∼= |y2 − y1| (18)

It is worth remarking that these simplified expressions have been obtained under
the assumption of X � 1, thus neglecting the term proportional to X2 in Equation (10),
truncating the series expansion to the first order in Equation (12), as well as the y term of
iTx in Equation (13). Analogously to the link efficiency, from now on, we will show only
the normalized modulation depth MD/X. The LMF introduces the obvious penalty of
reducing the power efficiency of the link. In Section 4, we will study the trade-offs in terms
of MD and the average link efficiency ηlink, defined as the mean value between ηlink1 and
ηlink2 (each evaluated according to Equation (9) during each phase of the LMF).

3. Matching Networks

The analysis carried out so far is independent of the matching network topology
employed on the Rx side but clearly highlights the requirements to maximize the power
transfer: resonance with LRx and matched load with RRx. Considering that ZMN depends
on the input impedance of the rectifier ZAC-DC, which in turn depends on ZL, achiev-
ing both the specifications is challenging, especially under varying loading conditions.
Four MN topologies (Figure 2c), usually referred to as resonant structures, are commonly
used [27]: Series (S), Parallel (P), Series–Parallel (SP) and Parallel–Series (PS). In order to
simplify the analysis, the matching networks are loaded by a generic RL, instead of the
rectifier input impedance. An analysis of the effect of ZAC-DC is given in [28]. Numeri-
cal and electrical simulations (by means of Spectre™ simulator) have been run to verify
the validity of the proposed analytical models. The coil parameters, the coupling factor
and the operating frequency used for the electrical simulations have been derived from
Ref. [11], which shows the optimization of the WPT link through 3D FEM simulations for
the AUTOCAPSULE project.

3.1. Series

This is the most straightforward implementation of the resonance network. The input
impedance is simply:

ZMN = RL −
j

ω0CS
(19)
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The resonance condition is reached by choosing:

CS = CRES = 1/
(

ω2
0 LRx

)
= 1/(ω0QRxRRx) (20)

However, since the matching network includes only one capacitor, the real part of ZMN
depends only on the value of RL, which is usually variable. Figure 3a shows the normalized
link efficiency against RL/RRx; as expected, the maximum efficiency is reached for RL = RRx,
while the efficiency quickly drops when moving away from the optimum point.
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3.2. Parallel

This is another very common topology, which presents an input impedance equal to

ZMN =
RL

1 + ω02R2
LC2

P
− j

ω0R2
LCP

1 + ω02R2
LC2

P
(21)

Differently from the S topology, the resonance condition depends on RL. Assuming
that ω2

0R2
LC2

P � 1, the resonance condition is reached, fixing the capacitor CP = CRES. As
in the S topology, the matching condition still depend on the value of RL, but differently
from the previous case, maximum power transfer is reached for RL = Q2

RxRRx. Figure 3b
shows the normalized link efficiency against RL/RRx for different quality factors of the
Rx coil. Comparing this behavior with that in Figure 3a, we can reach a first conclusion:
the Series MN is desirable for heavy loads, while on the contrary, the Parallel MN is more
efficient for light-load conditions.

3.3. Series–Parallel

In the previous topologies, the use of only one passive component in the resonance
network does not allow the maximum theoretical efficiency under generic load conditions.
The SP topology employs two capacitors and shows the following input impedance:

ZMN =
RL

1 + ω02R2
LC2

P
− j

1 + ω0
2R2

L CP(CP + CS)(
1 + ω02R2

LC2
P
)
ω0CS

(22)

Both the real and the imaginary parts depend on RL, but this time, there are two
capacitors that can be tuned to reach at the same time the resonance and the matched
load condition. If ω2

0R2
LC2

P � 1, the matching network behaves as the S topology, while
for ω2

0R2
LC2

P � 1, we can simplify the expression of ZMN and derive the two following

design rules: (i) the resonance condition is met if
(

CP
−1 + CS

−1
)−1

= CRES and at the

same time (ii) the matched load condition is met if CP = CRESQRx
√

RRx/RL. This is valid
up to RL = RRxQ2

Rx; for this specific load value, the capacitor CS tends to infinite, while
CP is equal to CRES. For RL = RRxQ2

Rx, the optimal SP network collapses in a P one. The
normalized link efficiency is plotted in Figure 3c for different QRx. Compared with the
previous case, a link efficiency close to the optimal one can be reached for a wide range
of RL. The optimal values of CS and CP needed to reach the maximum efficiency under
different loading conditions are shown in Figure 3e for different quality factors.

3.4. Parallel–Series

The PS topology is analogous to the SP topology, still exploiting two capacitors but in
a different configuration. The impedance shown by the matching network is

ZMN =
RL

(
CS

CS+CP

)2

1 + ω02R2
LC2

X
− j

1 + ω0
2R2

L CSCX(
1 + ω02R2

LC2
X
)

ω0(C S + CP)
(23)

with CX =
(

CP
−1 + CS

−1
)−1

. If ω2
0R2

LC2
X � 1, the matching network behaves as the P one;

while for ω2
0R2

LC2
X � 1 and ω2

0R2
LCPCX � 1, we can simplify the expression of ZMN and

obtain the following two rules for sizing CP and CS: (i) (CP + CS) = CRES for the resonance
condition and then (ii) CS = CRES

√
RRx/RL for the matched load condition. This is valid

for a range of loads down to RRX, while for smaller loads, we can fix CS = CRES and CP = 0
and the PS matching network coincides with the S one. The normalized link efficiency,
parametrized with respect to QRx, is plotted in Figure 3d; the behavior is similar to SP,
reaching a high link efficiency for a wide range of RL, but it performs better for heavy loads,
close to RRx. Figure 3f shows the optimal values of CS and CP that allow the maximum
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efficiency as a function of the load resistance. It is worth noting that they are independent
of the Rx quality factor.

3.5. Fixed vs. Adaptive Matching Networks

In WPT systems where the load condition is fixed or does not vary that much, the
design criteria described above for both SP and PS MNs represent a useful approach to
optimize the MN for the specific load, thus maximizing the link efficiency. Even under
varying load conditions, a possible approach is to optimize a fixed MN for the heaviest
load envisaged by the application. It is indeed true that maximizing the link efficiency for
the heaviest load guarantees that, in any other lighter condition, the transmitted power
will always be lower [29]. Therefore, if SAR exposure is guaranteed even with the smallest
load resistance, then it will still be guaranteed in all other conditions. However, there are
several real case scenarios where the power required by the load can be very high but for
very short periods, such that the approach previously described becomes very inefficient.

The best solution to pursue the maximum power transfer under varying loading
conditions is an adaptive SP/PS matching network that dynamically updates the value of CS
and CP according to the power required by the load, tracking the maximum power efficiency.
Banks of Series/Parallel capacitors connected by means of controlled switches driven by
mixed-signal feedback loops is the typical approach present in the literature [24,30–32].

Regardless of the kind of MN (fixed/adaptive, PS/SP), an LMF technique can be
implemented on the Rx side to transmit back information to the Tx side with regard to
the amount of received power. In Section 4, we will provide more insights into the design
methodology of the back telemetry and a comparison of its effectiveness in fixed and
adaptive MNs.

4. LMF with Adaptive Matching Network

There could be several strategies for implementing the LMF [9–11]. A simple way to
implement Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK) while preserving the link efficiency ηlink is to
apply only a variation in the imaginary part of ZMN with respect to ZMNopt (obtained thanks
to a PS/SP MN derived in Section 3). Figure 4 shows ηlink/X and MD/X for a sweep of
Im{ZMN2}, when Re{ZMN2} is left unchanged with respect to the real part of ZMN1 = ZMNopt.
It is easily recognizable that for Im{ZMN2} = −QRxRRx, we would have ZMN2 = ZMNopt
and consequently the maximum link efficiency, but no modulation (since ZMN2 = ZMN1).
As expected, moving on from that point, MD increases at the cost of a lower average link
efficiency. It is worth mentioning that Figure 4 is independent of the kind of matching
network employed on the Rx side or the specific implementation of the load modulation,
but it is based only on the assumption that ZMN vary between the two phases as previously
described, besides the hypothesis of loose coupling condition (X � 1).

At this point, we need to implement the variation in the imaginary part of ZMN, leaving
the real part unchanged. Thanks to the PS/SP MNs, it is possible to achieve this condition.
However, this would require changing both CS and CP, complicating the LMF modulator
control. For this reason, we investigated the possibility of implementing LMF by means of
the modulation of only the parallel capacitor CP in PS MNs, as shown in Figure 5a. The
value of CS and CP is sized to obtain ZMN1 = ZMNopt (as described in Section 3.4) for the
heaviest load (fixed MN) or for varying load conditions (adaptive MN). During one of the
two phases, an additional capacitor CM � CRES was added in parallel to CP, obtaining the
following approximated expression:

ZMN2 ∼=
RRx − j QRx RRx

1+ CM
CRES

[
1 + RL

RRxQ2
Rx

(
1−

√
RRx
RL

)]
1 + RL

RRxQ2
Rx

(
1−

√
RRx
RL

)2 (24)
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Figure 5b shows the real and the imaginary part of ZMN1 and ZMN2 for different
CM/CRES. As we can see, the real part of ZMN2 does not deviate much from the real part of
ZMN1 (and only for large loading conditions, where the optimization of the power efficiency
is less critical), while the imaginary part decreases monotonically with increasing ratios
CM/CRES, but keeps the same behavior with respect to RL.

The proposed design procedure for optimizing the link efficiency in the presence of
LMF, under loose coupling conditions, is the following: once we have fixed the minimum
MD, according to the channel noise and the sensitivity of the LMF demodulator (on
the Tx side), we can identify the value of CM by combining the information present in
Figures 4 and 5b. For example, if the minimum MD/X is 20%, a ratio CM/CRES = 0.05
entails a 5% variation in the imaginary part of ZMN2, which guarantees the maximum
link efficiency for that modulation depth (dashed lines in Figure 4). It is worth remarking
that the value of CM is fixed and will not vary under different operating conditions, thus
relaxing the LMF modulator complexity.

Figure 5c shows the normalized link efficiency and the normalized modulation depth
for CM/CRES = 0.05 in the case of PS MN, comparing the case of adaptive MN and
fixed MN (the latter was designed with CS and CP optimized for the largest load, e.g.,
RL = 2RRx). It is worth noting that with the adaptive MN, not only do we obtain a
larger link efficiency (80% of the maximum achievable one) for a wide load range but
we also guarantee a modulation depth higher than the fixed constraint of 20% for three
decades of load variations, thus guaranteeing proper communication between Rx and Tx
through LMF.

The simulations shown so far were performed with fixed link potential (i.e., fixed coil
quality factor and coupling factor) according to the parameters reported in Ref. [11]; in
particular, the coupling factor k was set to 1 × 10−3, which was obtain from the electromag-
netic simulations at a distance of 15 cm and perfect alignment between Tx and Rx coils.
We investigated a sweep of the coupling factor, from very low values (5 × 10−5) to higher
values (1 × 10−2), to assess the validity of the proposed design procedure across different
working conditions (emulating varying distances and misalignments) and the results are
shown in Figure 6. Both the normalized link efficiency and the normalized modulation
depth start decreasing at coupling factor values approaching 1 × 10−2. This is due to the
fact that, considering the quality factors of the Tx and Rx coils (respectively, 213 and 35, as
derived from [11]), the condition of loose coupling, and in particular the assumption X � 1,
and consequently, the mathematical expressions previously derived, cease to be valid. In
any case, this does not represent an issue, since with larger coupling factors, the absolute
values of both η and MD become larger. For lower values of k, instead, the decrease in the
normalized modulation depth is due to simulation inaccuracy in the presence of very small
coupling between Tx and Rx. Obviously, such working conditions must be avoided in real
case scenarios; otherwise, the risk of losing communication between Rx and Tx due to the
presence of noise or the reduced amount of received power is very high. This sets a limit on
the maximum distance and misalignment that can be accepted and must be mitigated from
a system-level point of view (e.g., by including a 3D Rx coil to reduce the misalignment
issues [26] or by optimizing the number and relative position of Tx coils [33]).
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5. Conclusions

This paper presented a study of the load modulation feedback technique for wireless
power transfer systems in the case of a low-coupling scenario, as is typical of implantable
medical devices. A case study of a Parallel–Series adaptive matching network optimized
for varying loading conditions, together with a simple yet effective modulation of the
parallel capacitor, is illustrated. The simulation results show not only that the adaptive
matching network with load modulation feedback achieves high power efficiency but more
importantly that the modulation depth on the Tx side is kept almost constant over a wide
load range. Compared with other state-of-the-art LMF approaches such as [20,34], where
the load modulation is simply achieved by shorting the Rx coil, the proposed approach
allows for reaching a better trade-off between modulation depth and link efficiency, at
the cost of a relatively small increase in circuital complexity, if joined together with the
implementation of the adaptive matching networks.

Besides a specific case study, this paper provided a theoretical framework for studying
and optimizing inductive wireless power transfer systems under loose coupling conditions:
we derived handy yet effective mathematical expressions of the link efficiency and the
modulation depth in the presence of load modulation feedback. The proposed approach is
independent of the kind of matching network topology used or the modulation. Overall,
this study sheds light on the potential of enhancing the performance and stability of
battery-less implantable medical devices.
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